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About This Game

After experiencing a traumatic accident, you awake to find yourself in a strange, new, and dynamic foggy town, that is filled to
the brim with oddities and quirks. Players will experience a little yet big tale about what goes on in the afterlife. Will you help

the ghosts reclaim their place of resting, or will you help the demons further their grip on this strange land? Boasting a bold
action battle system, players will have their abilities tested through formulating strategies and managing resources on the fly.

Everyone has become insane from the lack of sleep.

With a hooded figure offering you shelter and a gun, you set out to kill four ruling gods, who have been wreaking havoc on your
once humble little town. Discover the truth and stop a malicious cult, all in the same day!

Key Features:
-Hub-based level design that encourages exploration

-Beefy Action RPG combat system that encourages strategization
-Pulsing soundtrack to keep you immersed

-A lore that's more than meets the eye
-A fun hidden mini-game!
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stay woke ethereal edition

Pros
===
- Harmonious visual

Cons
====
- You need to unplug the controller and plug it again every time u start the game. Atrocious.
- The pace is overly frentic.
- The need to simultaneously monitor the incoming attacks and the color bar ruin the immersion.
- Some colors are overly similar, leading to confusion.
- Some colors don't exist, e.g. the enemy color was grey but there was no grey on the color bar.. Graphics are not as sharp as
Rust/The Forest but better than 7Days to Die. Combat feels smooth altho have not accessed A gun as of yet. Looting (from
bodies etc) has an extra "confirmation" step that seems redundant but not to annoying. Crafting and world looting (of the ground
etc) seems natural and smooth.

Overall Pretty impressed given its the first day of early access - Video below Of my first 30min in the game. Will update once I
have more time in.
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=piK3EhpWazA. I think that this game is great for people who don't have much
time to play games. One game is probably gonna take 5 minutes. This game is very fun and addicting.. Great soundtrack.
Interesting use of RPG maker.
Walking simulator\/Visual Novel style game.
There is an interesting story buried under the poor translations.
Giving it a thumbs up for the fun I had.
Great stuff!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/pZPSbuXS3XY. Their hasn't been a Flump Studios Video game i did'nt like. their like the Quentin Tarantino
and Robert Rodriguez's of Old school games. Even their bad games are fun. Really their aren't bad games. i have ownd them all.
love them all.. Good value DLC when in sales!
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This game was my first and prefered game for long time, even today I was playing it with the Project X.
But the key binding is far from what it was, you don't have the slider toggle, you can't bind slide to the joystick sticks.
That Huge "AIM" in the middle is terrible.

Could be way better, I won't recommend it if you have played this and wanna play again now, as it is should, at least, be the
same basic game, the controller freedon was amazing, now you are very restricted and it was one of the greats thing at the time,
a 6x control movment.. I had a great time playing this game, a great homage to Gabriel Knight: Sins of The Fathers as well.
Animations have a great retro feel, music is on point and the voice acting is superb, making you feel quite immersed in the game
as the story progresses. Really enjoyed the characters too! Would love to see another mystery game from this creator! Great
job! :D. It's an excellent game with a fantastic story, but it is somewhat... difficult. For there is often neither a lead nor a clue
indicating what to do, it took me 4 hours to reach just a normal ending (+1 bad ending). And, the save points are not very
obvious, and the conversations cannot be skipped (And the skeleton chase part
nearly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off). Despite all the things I mentioned, it is a terrific game
with a touching plot, various routes, rather creative creatures and system. The game was worth the trouble.. Interesting software,
but has problems.
Menu buttons or the HUD in general fails to render at times, so it glitchy
Can't maximize the window without the editor stretching
and currently doesn't support UNITY 3D

Still, worth looking into. I am addicted to benchmarking my PC's. even when I already know they suck! I can't help it! this is my
go to app for detailed, accurate and meaningful test results. I recommend anyone who builds PC's and wants to verify
performance, is looking for a bottleneck in their system or is just curious on how their system stands up to stressful test
situations at least download the free demo. I personally after having it couldn't do without the full suite,It was well worth the
money I paid for it. (however much that was I don't remember!)
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